Enabling full compliance.

IFRA Certificate Module
The IFRA Standards set the boundaries on the use of fragrange materials. In particular,
they ban the use of certain ingredients and impose a quantitative limit on the use of
fragrance materials in the finished consumer product.
With the IFRA ExESS Module easily determine the safe use levels of fragrance compounds in
a variety of consumer product types and generate the certificate to comply with the latest
Amendment to the IFRA Standards.

IFRA Key Features

Automation

Reporting

Detection of ingredients subject to IFRA
recommendations.

Generation of the IFRA Certificate up to
the 48th and to the 49th Amendment
Standards also available in batch.

Single or batch calculation of the maximal
usage levels.

Reporting for all IFRA Categories or for
specific categories only.

Automatic detection of IFRA Standards
present in your products database.

Reporting of name, CAS No and
concentration of detected IFRA ingredients
on the generated certificate.

IFRA 49th Amendment Deadline

2021

2022

February 10, 2021 - Date of Standards entering
into force for new creations.

February 25, 2022 - Date of Standards entering
into force for existing creations.

For Standards prohibiting or restricting the use of ingredients and for Standards
introducing a specification on the use of a fragrance ingredient.
Unique coverage of both the 48th and 49th Amendment Standards

To ensure a seamless and
straightforward transition for
all our customers our IFRA
Standards Certification Tool
covers both the 48th and 49th
versions to allow our users
to continue to generate IFRA
certificates in the 48th format all
the while preparing those for the
49th.

Continuous Conformity

Significant Time-Saving

Enhanced Productivity

Streamlined Approach

Easily comply with the IFRA Standards and ensure product
stewardship for all your fragrance products.
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